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Altered serum levels of IL
-36 cytokines (IL-36a,
IL-36b, IL-36g, and IL-36Ra) and their potential
roles in Guillain-Barré syndrome
Zhikang Zhao, MDa, Rui Zhang, MD, PhDa, Xinxin Gao, MDb, Hui Li, MDb, Hongbo Liu, MD, PhDb,∗

Abstract
Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) is an acute autoimmune neurological disorder mainly involving the peripheral nerves. Currently,
various cytokines have been shown to be involved in the pathogenesis of GBS. Because of their similar biological structures,
interleukin (IL)-36a, IL-36b, IL-36g, and IL-36 receptor antagonist (Ra) were all renamed and collectively called IL-36 cytokines. The
roles of IL-36 cytokines in GBS currently remain unclear.
Forty-two patients with GBS and 32 healthy volunteers were included in our study. Serum IL-36a, b, g, and interleukin-36 receptor

antagonist (IL-36Ra) levels of patients with GBS in the acute and remission phases and healthy volunteers were measured by
enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (ELISA). In addition, we examined the serum levels of other inflammatory factors that have been
shown to be involved in GBS pathogenesis, represented by IL-17 and tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a). Furthermore, the correlations
between the serum levels of IL-36 cytokines and different clinical data or the serum levels of other inflammatory factors in GBS
patients were analyzed.
Significantly higher serum IL-36a and IL-36g levels were measured in the acute phase than in the remission phase and in healthy

control (HC) subjects (P< .05), while lower serum IL-36Ra levels were measured in the acute phase than in the remission phase and
in HC subjects (P< .05). Serum IL-36a and IL-36g levels were positively correlated with GBS disability scale scores (GDSs), while
serum IL-36Ra levels were negatively correlated with GDSs. Correlation analyses among inflammatory factors showed that serum IL-
36a and IL-36g levels in GBS patients were positively correlated with serum IL-17 and TNF-a levels, while serum IL-36Ra levels were
negatively correlated with the levels of these 2 inflammatory factors. Similar results were observed in cerebrospinal fluid (CSF), IL-36a
and IL-36g levels in CSF were positively correlated with GDSs, while IL-36Ra levels in CSF were negatively correlated with GDSs.
Additionally, the serum and CSF levels of IL-36a and IL-36g in the axonal subtype of GBS patients were higher than those in the
demyelination subtype.
Based on our findings, IL-36 cytokines may be involved in the pathogenesis of GBS and some of these cytokines may help predict

the disease severity and other clinical characteristics of GBS.

Abbreviations: CJ = Campylobacter jejuni, CSF = cerebrospinal fluid, DC = dendritic cell, GBS = Guillain-Barré syndrome, IL-
36Ra = interleukin-36 receptor antagonist, Th1 = T helper 1, TNF-a = tumor necrosis factor-a.
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1. Introduction

Guillain-Barré syndrome (GBS) is an acute autoimmune
neurological disorder that mainly involves the peripheral nerves.
It is clinically characterized by limb weakness, weakening, or
disappearance of tendon reflexes and progression over several
weeks followed by gradual recovery.[1,2] Originally, nerve
demyelination was considered the main pathological mechanism
of GBS. However, many patients with pathology limited to
axonal degeneration were identified in subsequent studies, and
these changes were associated with some special antibodies
against gangliosides, such as GM1, GD1a, and GQ1b,
particularly after Campylobacter jejuni (CJ) infection.[3] Cur-
rently, GBS is broadly divided into 2 main subtypes: the
demyelination subtype and the axonal subtype. The demyelin-
ation subtype mainly refers to acute inflammatory demyelinating
polyneuropathy (AIDP), which is more common in Western
Europe and the United States. The axonal subtypes, consist of 2
common variants: acute motor axonal neuropathy (AMAN) and
acute motor and sensory axonal neuropathy (AMSAN), which
are associated with prominent axonal injuries and are relatively
more prevalent in China, Japan, and Mexico.[4,5] Currently, the
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exact etiology of GBS still remains unclear. It may be related to a
variety of factors such as microbial infections, host susceptibili-
ties, and a disruption in the immune balance.[6–9]

Cytokines often bridge components of the immune system and
play crucial roles in initiating, propagating, or regulating
autoimmune injuries. According to recent studies, various
cytokines, such as tumor necrosis factor-a (TNF-a), IL-17, IL-
22, IL-27, and CXCL10, are involved in the pathogenesis of
GBS.[10,11] The IL-36 family is a very interesting group of newly
named cytokines derived from the IL-1 cytokine superfamily,
including 3 agonists (IL-36a, b, and g) and 1 natural receptor
antagonist (interleukin-36 receptor antagonist (IL-36Ra)).[12]

Because of their similar biological structures and shared receptor
(IL-36R), these cytokines were eventually collectively referred to
as IL-36 cytokines.[13,14] IL-36 agonists play proinflammatory
roles by binding to IL-36R and activating the downstream
transcription factor nuclear factor-kB (NF-kB) and mitogen-
activated protein kinase (MAPK) signaling pathway.[15] Con-
versely, IL-36Ra suppresses inflammatory responses by competi-
tively binding to IL-36R and inhibiting downstream signaling.[16]

IL-36 cytokines are expressed in many tissues and cells, such as
the brain, skin, lungs, gut, dendritic cells (DCs), macrophages,
and lymphocytes.[13,17,18] Recent studies have indicated that IL-
36 cytokines may be involved in a variety of inflammatory
diseases, such as rheumatoid arthritis, psoriasis, and immune
thrombocytopenia.[14,19–21] However, the roles of IL-36 cyto-
kines in GBS currently remain unclear.
In our study, we determined the serum levels of IL-36 cytokines

in patients with GBS during different phases and healthy controls
(HCs). Meanwhile, we explored the potential relationships of
serum IL-36 cytokines levels with clinical parameters and other
inflammatory factors in patients with GBS.
Table 1

Demographic and clinical characteristics of Guillain-Barré syn-
drome patients and healthy controls.

Clinical characteristics GBS (n=42) HC (n=32)

Age (yr) 38.86±12.52 38.97±11.65
2. Materials and methods

2.1. Study subjects

All subjects were recruited from the Department of Neurology, at
the First Affiliated Hospital of Zhengzhou University, China. We
tried to include as many suitable patients as possible, and 65
patients with GBS were recruited from July 2016 to August 2019.
These patients were diagnosed according to the 1990 Asbury and
Cornblath criteria. The exclusion criteria included recent
infectious diseases, other autoimmune diseases, malignant neo-
plasms, and severe liver and kidney dysfunction. If these patients
met one or more of the exclusion criteria or failed to complete
follow-up, their data were excluded. Finally, 42 patients were
included in this study and their serum samples were collected in
different phases. Additionally, 32 age- and sex-matched healthy
volunteers were included as the HCs. The protocols were
performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki and
approved by the Ethics Committee of the First Affiliated Hospital
of Zhengzhou University. Prior to participation, written
informed consent was obtained from all participants.
Gender (F:M) 18:24 14:18
Subtype (D:A) 27:15 Not applicable (NA)
GDSs at sampling prior to treatment 3.00 (2.38, 4.00) NA
WBCs in CSF (106/l) 2.00 (1.00, 5.25) NA
Protein in CSF (mg/l) 841 (649, 1285) NA

Data are expressed as the mean± standard deviation or median (P25, P75). CSF= cerebrospinal fluid,
D:A=demyelination subtype:axonal subtype, F:M= female:male, GBS=Guillain-Barré syndrome,
GDS=GBS disability scale score, HC=healthy control, WBC=white blood cell.
2.2. Clinical assessment

Demographic features, clinical symptoms, electrophysiology,
serologic testing, GBS disability scale scores (GDSs), cerebrospi-
nal fluid (CSF) parameters, and therapeutic data were collected.
Two neurologists with relevant qualifications independently
evaluated GDSs to reflect the disease severity of patients with
2

GBS. Serum samples were collected from patients with GBS in the
acute phase at 9±3 days from disease onset prior to treatment
with intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIG) or plasma exchange
(PE). Serum samples were collected in the remission phase at 1 to
3 months after preliminary recovery. Because most healthy
volunteers and patients in the remission phase were reluctant to
undergo lumbar puncture, we only collected CSF samples in the
acute phase before immunotherapy. The levels of protein in CSF
were measured using immunoturbidimetry and the white blood
cell (WBC) counts in CSF were determined using the manual
microscopic counting method. All acquired samples were
collected and stored at �80°C until use.
2.3. Measurement of cytokine levels

The levels of IL-36a, IL-36b, IL-36g, IL-36Ra, IL-17, and TNF-a
were measured using commercially available human IL-36a, IL-
36b, IL-36g, IL-36Ra, IL-17, and TNF-a enzyme-linked immu-
nosorbent assay (ELISA)kits providedbyShanghai Enzyme-linked
Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China), according to the
manufacturer’s instructions. The absorbance values of the
corresponding substrate were recorded at 450nm. The levels of
these cytokines were calculated from standard curves, and the
lowest detectable levels were 10.0pg/ml, 10.0pg/ml, 10.0pg/ml,
8.5pg/ml, 12.5pg/ml, and 12.5pg/ml, respectively.
2.4. Statistical analyses

Data are presented as means± standard deviations or medians
(P25, P75). Differences in variables were analyzed using paired or
unpaired t tests. Pearson’s or Spearman’s correlation coefficients
were calculated to analyze correlations. A two-tailed P-value was
considered statistically significant at <.05. SPSS 24.0 software
(SPSS, IBM, West Grove) was used for statistical analyses.
3. Results

3.1. Demographic and clinical characteristics of study
subjects

The demographic and clinical features of the 42 patients with
GBS included in this study are displayed in Table 1. No significant
differences were observed in the age at sample collection or
gender ratio between the patients with GBS and HCs (P> .05).
Clinical subtypes are divided into demyelination and axonal
subtype.
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3.2. Serum levels of IL-36 cytokines and other
inflammatory factors in GBS and HCs

Serum IL-36a and IL-36g levels were significantly increased in
patients with GBS during the acute phase compared to the HC
group. Additionally, serum IL-36a and IL-36g levels in the
recovery phase were decreased compared to those in the acute
phase, although they were still higher than those in HCs (P< .01,
Fig. 1a and c). Meanwhile, serum IL-36b levels in the acute phase
of GBS patients were slightly higher than those in HCs, while
there was no significant difference between serum IL-36b levels of
patients with GBS in the recovery phase and these in the acute
phase or in HCs (P= .019, P= .297, and P= .091, respectively,
Fig. 1b). In contrast, serum IL-36Ra levels were decreased in
patients with GBS during the acute phase compared to the HC
group. Additionally, serum IL-36Ra levels were increased in the
recovery phase compared to the acute phase, but were still lower
than those in HCs (P< .01, Fig. 1d). The serum levels of other
inflammatory factors, represented by IL-17 and TNF-a, were also
increased in patients with GBS during the acute phase and
decreased in the recovery phase, but were still higher than those in
HCs (P< .01, Fig. 1e and f).

3.3. Correlations between serum IL-36 cytokines levels
and clinical parameters in GBS

To evaluate the potential associations between IL-36 cytokines and
GBS, we further explored the correlations between the serum levels
of these cytokines and clinical parameters in patients with GBS.Our
results showed that serum IL-36a and IL-36g levels in GBS were
positively correlated with GDSs (r=0.671, P< .01, Fig. 2a; r=
0.664, P< .01, Fig. 2g, respectively), while the serum levels of IL-
36Ra were negatively correlated with GDSs (r=�0.640, P< .01,
Fig. 2j). Additionally, significant correlations between serum IL-36b
levels and GDSs were not observed (r=0.281, P= .071, Fig. 2d).
Simultaneously, statistically significant correlations were not
observed between the serum levels of different IL-36 cytokines
and protein levels or white blood cell (WBC) count in the CSF of
patients with GBS (r=0.082, P= .606, Fig. 2b; r=0.296, P= .057,
Fig. 2c; r=0.212, P= .178, Fig. 2e; r=0.155, P= .326, Fig. 2f; r=
0.096, P= .545, Fig. 2h; r=0.099, P= .532, Fig. 2i; r=�0.031,
P= .846, Fig. 2k; r=�0.237, P= .131, Fig. 2l, respectively).

3.4. Correlations among the serum levels of different IL-36
cytokines in GBS

Pearson’s correlation coefficients revealed negative correlations
between serum IL-36a and IL-36g levels with serum IL-36Ra
levels in GBS patients (r=�0.478, P< .01, Fig. 3c; r=�0.562,
P< .01, Fig. 3f, respectively). Meanwhile, serum IL-36a levels
were positively correlated with serum IL-36g levels (r=0.691,
P< .01, Fig. 3b). Additionally, statistically significant correla-
tions were not observed between serum IL-36b levels and serum
IL-36a, IL-36g, or IL-36Ra levels in GBS patients (r=0.168,
P= .288, Fig. 3a; r=0.295, P= .058, Fig. 3d; r=�0.194,
P= .218, Fig. 3e, respectively).

3.5. Correlations between the serum levels of IL-36
cytokines and other inflammatory factors in GBS

To determine the possible roles of IL-36 cytokines in GBS, we
further explored the correlations between the serum levels of IL-36
3

cytokines and other inflammatory factors, represented by IL-17
and TNF-a, which have been reported to be involved in the
pathogenesis of GBS. Our results showed that the serum levels of
IL-36a and IL-36g in GBS were positively correlated with the
serum levels of IL-17 or TNF-a (r=0.425, P< .01, Fig. 4a; r=
0.474, P< .01, Fig. 4c; r=0.493, P< .01, Fig. 4e; r=0.564,
P< .01, Fig. 4g, respectively). However, statistically significant
correlations were not observed between the serum levels of IL-36b
and the serum levels of IL-17 or TNF-a in GBS patients (r=0.064,
P= .688, Fig. 4b; r=0.093, P= .558, Fig. 4f, respectively). In
contrast, the serum levels of IL-36Ra were negatively correlated
with the serum levels of IL-17 and TNF-a (r=�0.435, P< .01,
Fig. 4d; r=�0.339, P= .028, Fig. 4h, respectively).

3.6. Correlations between CSF IL-36 cytokines levels and
other parameters in GBS

We further explored the correlations betweenCSF IL-36 cytokines
levels and different parameters in GBS. The results showed that
CSF IL-36a and IL-36g levels in GBS were positively correlated
with GDSs (r=0.627, P< .01, Fig. 5a; r=0.639, P< .01, Fig. 5g,
respectively), while CSF IL-36Ra levels were negatively correlated
with GDSs (r=�0.650, P< .01, Fig. 5j). Additionally, significant
correlations between serum IL-36b levels and GDSs were not
observed (r=0.288,P= .264, Fig. 5d). Simultaneously, statistically
significant correlations were not observed between the CSF levels
of different IL-36 cytokines and protein levels or white blood cell
(WBC) count in the CSF of patients with GBS. Furthermore, the
CSF levels of IL-36a and IL-36g in GBS were positively correlated
with the CSF levels of IL-17 andTNF-a (r=0.395,P= .01, Fig. 5b;
r=0.470, P< .01, Fig. 5c; r=0.520, P< .01, Fig. 5h; r=0.562,
P< .01, Fig. 5i, respectively). However, statistically significant
correlations were not observed between the CSF levels of IL-36b
and the serum levels of IL-17 or TNF-a in GBS patients (r=0.135,
P= .393, Fig. 5e; r=0.284, P= .068, Fig. 5f, respectively). In
contrast, theCSF levels of IL-36Rawere negatively correlatedwith
the CSF levels of IL-17 and TNF-a (r=�0.438, P< .01, Fig. 5k;
r=�0.356, P= .021, Fig. 5l, respectively).

3.7. Serum and CSF levels of IL-36 cytokines in different
clinical subtypes of GBS

To verify whether IL-36 cytokines are associated with the clinical
subtype of GBS, we compared the serum levels of IL-36 cytokines
in different clinical subtypes. The results showed that serum IL-
36a and IL-36g levels in patients with the axonal subtype of GBS
were higher than those in patients with the demyelination subtype
(P< .05, Fig. 6a and b). However, statistically significant
differences were not observed in serum IL-36b and IL-36Ra
levels between patients with different clinical subtypes of GBS
(P> .05, Fig. 6c and d). The CSF levels of IL-36a and IL-36g in
patients with the axonal subtype of GBSwere higher than those in
patients with the demyelination subtype (P< .05, Fig. 6e and g),
while significant differences in CSF IL-36b and IL-36Ra levels
were not observed between patients with different clinical
subtypes of GBS (P> .05, Fig. 6f and h).

4. Discussion

Cytokines and their interactions have been demonstrated to be
involved in the pathogenesis of GBS.[10,22] The IL-36 family is an
interesting group of newly named cytokines, including IL-36a, b, g,
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Figure 1. Serum IL-36 cytokines levels in the acute and recovery phase of GBS groups and in HC groups. (a) Serum IL-36a levels in the acute and recovery phase
of GBS groups and in HC groups. (b) Serum IL-36b levels in the acute and recovery phase of GBS groups and in HC groups. (c) Serum IL-36g levels in the acute and
recovery phase of GBS groups and in HC groups. (d) Serum IL-36Ra levels in the acute and recovery phase of GBS groups and in HC groups. (e) Serum IL-17 levels
in the acute and recovery phase of GBS groups and in HC groups. (f) Serum TNF-a levels in the acute and recovery phase of GBS groups and in HC groups.
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Figure 2. Correlations between the serum levels of IL-36 cytokines and clinical parameters in GBS. (a) The correlation between IL-36a and GDSs in GBS. (b) The
correlation between IL-36a and protein in CSF in GBS. (c) The correlation between IL-36a andWBCs in CSF in GBS. (d) The correlation between IL-36b and GDSs
in GBS. (e) The correlation between IL-36b and protein in CSF in GBS. (f) The correlation between IL-36b andWBCs in CSF in GBS. (g) The correlation between IL-
36g andGDSs in GBS. (h) The correlation between IL-36g and protein in CSF in GBS. (i) The correlation between IL-36g andWBCs in CSF in GBS. (j) The correlation
between IL-36Ra and GDSs in GBS. (k) The correlation between IL-36Ra and protein in CSF in GBS. (l) The correlation between IL-36Ra andWBCs in CSF in GBS.
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and IL-36Ra. IL-36 cytokines have recently been reported to be
involved in the pathophysiological processes of some autoimmune
diseases.[14,23]However, the rolesof thesecytokines inGBScurrently
remain unclear. In this study, we performed the first analysis of the
possible roles of IL-36 cytokines and their interactions in GBS.
GBS is an autoimmune neurological disorder characterized by

limb weakness, weakening, or disappearance of tendon reflexes
5

and progression over several weeks followed by gradual
recovery.[2] Our results showed that serum IL-36a and IL-36g
levels were significantly elevated in patients with GBS during the
acute phase compared to the HC group, and these cytokines
tended to decrease in the recovery phase. Conversely, serum IL-
36Ra levels were decreased in patients with GBS during the acute
phase compared to the HC group, but were increased in the

http://www.md-journal.com


Figure 3. Correlations among the serum levels of different IL-36 cytokines in GBS. (a) The correlation between IL-36a and IL-36b in GBS. (b) The correlation
between IL-36a and IL-36g in GBS. (c) The correlation between IL-36a and IL-36Ra in GBS. (d) The correlation between IL-36b and IL-36g in GBS. (e) The
correlation between IL-36b and IL-36Ra in GBS. (f) The correlation between IL-36g and IL-36Ra in GBS.

Zhao et al. Medicine (2020) 99:52 Medicine
recovery phase, although they were still lower than those in HCs.
Based on these results, the altered serum levels of IL-36 cytokines
may be potentially associated with the pathological processes of
GBS.
IL-36 cytokines are involved in the differentiation of T helper

cells 1 (Th1) and Th17 cells, and may affect the expression and
6

secretion of related cytokines such as TNF-a, IL-17, and IL-22.
Meanwhile, these secreted cytokines subsequently stimulate the
expression of IL-36 family cytokines, which may form a positive
feedback loop.[24,25] Additionally, IL-36 cytokines also promote
the maturation of dendritic cells (DCs) to further promote the
differentiation of Th17 cells and the secretion of related



Figure 4. Correlations between serum levels of IL-36 cytokines and serum levels of other inflammatory factors in GBS. (a) The correlation between serum IL-36a
levels and serum IL-17 levels in GBS. (b) The correlation between serum IL-36b levels and serum IL-17 levels in GBS. (c) The correlation between serum IL-36g
levels and serum IL-17 levels in GBS. (d) The correlation between serum IL-36Ra levels and serum IL-17 levels in GBS. (e) The correlation between serum IL-36a
and serum TNF-a levels in GBS. (f) The correlation between serum IL-36b levels and serum TNF-a levels in GBS. (g) The correlation between serum IL-36g levels
and serum TNF-a levels in GBS. (h) The correlation between serum IL-36Ra levels and serum TNF-a levels in GBS.
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Figure 5. Correlations between CSF IL-36 cytokines levels and different parameters in GBS. (a) The correlation between CSF IL-36a levels and GDSs in GBS. (b)
The correlation between CSF IL-36a levels and CSF IL-17 levels in GBS. (c) The correlation between CSF IL-36a levels and CSF TNF-a levels in GBS. (d) The
correlation between CSF IL-36b levels and GDSs in GBS. (e) The correlation between CSF IL-36b levels and CSF IL-17 levels in GBS. (f) The correlation between
CSF IL-36b levels and CSF TNF-a levels in GBS. (g) The correlation between CSF IL-36g and GDSs in GBS. (h) The correlation between CSF IL-36g levels and CSF
IL-17 levels in GBS. (i) The correlation between CSF IL-36g levels and CSF TNF-a levels in GBS. (j) The correlation between CSF IL-36Ra levels and GDSs in GBS.
(k) The correlation between CSF IL-36Ra levels and CSF IL-17 levels in GBS. (l) The correlation between CSF IL-36Ra levels and CSF TNF-a levels in GBS.
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cytokines.[26,27] Th1 and Th17 cells play crucial roles in the
pathogenesis of GBS, which suggests potential roles for IL-36
cytokines in GBS.[28] As shown in the present study, serum IL-
36a and IL-36g levels in GBS were positively correlated with
GDSs, while serum IL-36Ra levels were negatively correlated
with GDSs. These results indicated that the increased serum levels
of IL-36a and IL-36g and the decreased serum IL-36Ra levels are
associated with the severity of GBS. The results of correlation
8

analyses among IL-36 cytokines revealed negative correlations
between serum IL-36a and IL-36g levels with serum IL-36Ra
levels in GBS, indicating that IL-36 cytokine interactions may
also be one explanation for disrupted immune balance in GBS.
Some representative inflammatory cytokines, such as IL-17 and
TNF-a, have been confirmed to be involved in the pathogenesis of
GBS.[10,29] We further explored the correlations between the
levels of IL-36 cytokines and these inflammatory cytokines in



Figure 6. Serum IL-36 cytokines levels in different clinical subtypes of GBS. (a) Serum IL-36a levels in the demyelination subtype and axonal subtype of GBS. (b)
Serum IL-36b levels in the demyelination subtype and axonal subtype of GBS. (c) Serum IL-36g levels in the demyelination subtype and axonal subtype of GBS. (d)
Serum IL-36Ra levels in the demyelination subtype and axonal subtype of GBS. (e) CSF IL-36a levels in the demyelination subtype and axonal subtype of GBS. (f)
CSF IL-36b levels in the demyelination subtype and axonal subtype of GBS. (g) CSF IL-36g levels in the demyelination subtype and axonal subtype of GBS. (h) CSF
IL-36Ra levels in the demyelination subtype and axonal subtype of GBS.
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GBS. Our results showed that the serum levels of IL-36a and IL-
36g in GBS were positively correlated with the serum levels of IL-
17 and TNF-a in GBS patients, while the serum levels of IL-36Ra
were negatively correlated with the serum levels of IL-17 and
TNF-a. Additionally, statistically significant correlations were
not observed between serum IL-36b levels and serum IL-17 or
TNF-a levels in GBS. These results and previous evidence
collectively suggested that IL-36a and IL-36g may aggravate
inflammatory injuries in GBS patients by promoting the secretion
of IL-17 and TNF-a.[30,31] Simultaneously, IL-17 and TNF-a
may also interact to induce the expression of IL-36a and IL-36g
in GBS. Furthermore, the secretion of IL-17 and TNF-a in GBS
may be mainly affected by IL-36a and IL-36g rather than IL-36b.
Recent studies have indicated that the secretion of TNF-a or IL-
17 can inhibit the expression of IL-36Ra to some extent.[30,32,33]

Our results suggested that IL-36Ra expression may also be
inhibited by TNF-a or IL-17 in GBS. Each individual member of
IL-36 cytokines has been shown to exhibit a relatively specific
expression pattern in different inflammatory diseases.[34,35] In
psoriasis and Crohn’s disease, IL-36g expression is significantly
increased and suggested to be one of the major inflammatory
factors, while IL-36b expression is not remarkably increased,
suggesting a different cell source or mechanism regulating its
expression.[36] In systemic lupus erythematosus and rheumatoid
arthritis, IL-36a expression is significantly up-regulated and
associated plasma cells have been identified as themain producers
of IL-36a.[37,38] These studies and our results together suggested
that IL-36 cytokines might also have distinct cell sources and
expression patterns in GBS. Many pathogenic antibodies and
associated immune cells play crucial roles in the occurrence and
development of GBS, including plasma cells and plasmacytoid
dendritic cells.[39,40] Plasma cells, monocytes, and dendritic cells
are the main producers of IL-36 cytokines, particularly IL-36a
and IL-36g, which may partially explain the different changes of
IL-36a, IL-36g, and IL-36b in GBS.[35,36] Additionally, similar
results were observed in CSF in patients with GBS. The results of
correlation analyses indicated that the CSF levels of IL-36
cytokines were also associated with the severity of GBS patients.
In general, the interactions among IL-36 cytokines and other
inflammatory cytokines may collectively disrupt the immune
balance and aggravate inflammatory injuries in GBS patients.
Clinically, GBS is broadly divided into 2 main subtypes: the

demyelination subtype and the axonal subtype. The demyelin-
ation subtype mainly refers to acute inflammatory demyelinating
polyneuropathy (AIDP), which is more common in Western
Europe and the United States. The axonal subtypes, consist of 2
common variants: acute motor axonal neuropathy (AMAN) and
acute motor and sensory axonal neuropathy (AMSAN), which
are associated with prominent axonal injuries and are relatively
more prevalent in China, Japan, and Mexico.[4,5] Our results
showed that the serum and CSF levels of IL-36a and IL-36g in
patients with the axonal subtype of GBSwere higher than those in
patients with the demyelination subtype, indicating that IL-36a
and IL-36g may be associated with the axonal impairment in
peripheral nerves and may induce more severe inflammatory
reactions in GBS. The axonal subtype of GBS is closely associated
with antecedent CJ infection and the lipopolysaccharides (LPS) of
CJ can induce the production of anti-GM1 and anti-GQ1b
antibodies in animal models.[3,41] As shown in the study by Vigne
et al, LPS can significantly stimulate the expression of IL-36a and
IL-36g in bone marrow-derived DCs, while the expression of IL-
36b and IL-36Ra is not remarkably increased.[25] We postulate
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that LPS from CJ may also be involved in the pathogenesis of
GBS, leading to increased serum IL-36a and IL-36g levels. In
addition, anti-ganglioside antibodies tend to be more closely
associated with the axonal subtype of GBS than the demyelin-
ation subtype, and plasma cells are the indispensable source of
these antibodies.[3,42] Simultaneously, plasma cells are also the
main producers of IL-36a and IL-36g, which may also explain
the evaluated levels of IL-36a and IL-36g in the axonal subtype of
GBS.
Of course, our study still has some limitations, including the

relatively small sample sizes and lack of CSF cytokine levels
measured in the control groups. Further studies can include larger
sample sizes, perform additional and appropriate CSF tests, or focus
on the exact mechanisms of interactions among these cytokines.
In conclusion, our study is the first to explore the potential roles

of IL-36 family cytokines in GBS. Our results showed that the
increased serum IL-36a and IL-36g levels and decreased serum IL-
36Ra levels are associatedwith the severityofGBS.Meanwhile, the
results of the correlation analyses among IL-36 cytokines andother
inflammatory cytokines in GBS suggested that interactions among
these cytokines are potentially involved in the pathogenesis ofGBS.
In addition, IL-36a and IL-36g may be more closely associated
with axonal injuries in GBS. Consequently, these cytokines may
not only be predictors of disease severity, but also potential
markers of axonal injuries in GBS.
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